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Programme 

Wednesday 3rd May 

13.00 Registration at Mount Stuart Visitor Centre & lunch 

14.00 Garden tour 

17.30 Depart for optional evening meal at Kingarth Hotel, 
transport provided if required. We will meet to eat at 
18.00, in the bar. Meal cost not included. 

20.30 Transport available from Kingarth Hotel to Rothesay. 

Thursday 4th May 

9.00 Group arrive on site at Visitor Centre 

9.15 Welcome by Don Murray, Head of Landscapes and 
Horticulture 

9.20 “Cultivated plant names – a Horticultural 
Taxonomist’s perspective” Dawn Edwards, RHS 

9.40  “Laser engraved plant label at Cambridge 
University Botanic Garden” Pete Atkinson, 
Cambridge Botanic Garden 

10.00  “So how does a business analyst help your 
Collection grow?” Amanda Crawford, RHS 

10.20 Discussion and break out group preparation  

10.30 Coffee 

10.45 ‘Managing Data Quality’, Rob Cubey, RBGE 

11.05 “300 years of plant records at Mount Stuart” Graham 
Alcorn & Don Murray Mount Stuart Garden 

11.25 Break-out groups – feedback after lunch 

12.30 Lunch 

13.15 Group feedback 

13.45 National Trust plant records, why, what and how? 
Alison Crook, Pam Smith. National Trust. 

14.05   Coffee, discussion, next steps. 

15.00  Close 
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All presentations from our training and conferences are shared 
through our website. www.plantnetwork.org.  Our website 
search facility also allows you to find previous newsletter articles, 
presentations and downloads. As always, please get in touch if 
you have any suggestions for website content. 

Speaker Biographies 

Dawn Edwards, RHS Botanist 

Dawn has worked as a botanist at the Royal Horticultural Society 
Wisley since 2006 with a focus on horticultural taxonomy. She is 
one of the editors of RHS Plant Finder and was one of the editors 
of the 8th edition of The Hillier Manual of Trees and Shrubs. 
Current projects include investigation into the identity of Gunnera 
both in gardens and in the wild in Britain and Ireland, preparation 
of the 9th edition of The Hillier Manual of Trees and Shrubs and 
the drawing together of a list of all hardy plants in cultivation in 
Britain and Ireland. Dawn studied Botany at the University of 
Reading undertaking undergraduate and PhD research on 
Aspalathus and other genistoid legumes. 

dawnedwards@rhs.org.uk      
 

Peter Atkinson, Plant Records Officer, Cambridge 
University Botanic Garden 

Peter originally studied environmental science and worked at the 
World Conservation monitoring centre on the IUCN plant red list 
and then at RBG Kew in their conservation section before 
studying for a masters in Conservation of plant genetic resources 
at the University of Birmingham. Peter has been working at 
Cambridge Botanic Garden for the last 17 years and has 

managed the transition of their data through two database 
systems to the current system, IrisBG 

pja34@cam.ac.uk 

http://www.plantnetwork.org/
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Amanda Crawford, RHS Business Analyst 

Amanda joined the Royal Horticultural Society in August 2016, as 
business analyst on the Horticultural Database project, more 
recently having been asked to step up to the role of project 
manager.  She originally spent 10 years as a business analyst 
working in the Insurance sector, before taking a career break to 
complete a horticulture degree specialising in Landscape and 
Garden Management.  Following this Amanda was recruited by 
Kew at the end of 2013, to work on the Science and Horticulture 
Systems project that was looking to align data stores across the 
organisation.  Following the DEFRA funding review Amanda was 
reassigned to the HR and Finance system, more recently working 
for the RSPB.   

Amanda enjoys working in environmental and horticultural 
charities, bringing her skills as a business analyst learnt in the 
commercial sector, to bear on challenges in organisations that 
are making changes that she is passionate about. 

amandacrawford@rhs.org.uk         

 
Robert Cubey, Plant Records Officer, Royal Botanic 

Garden Edinburgh 

Responsible for the Living Collection database at the RBGE and 
currently trying to expand its uses across large scale 
aggregators, new users and new platforms. 

r.cubey@rbge.ac.uk 

 
Alison Crook, National Trust Plant Collections Curator. 

 
After a career managing large IT projects in a banking 
environment, I decided to step off the bandwagon and take a 
breather.  While meandering about the UK and Ireland looking for 

mailto:r.cubey@rbge.ac.uk
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inspiration, I found myself increasingly drawn to gardens, and 
after a year of horticultural training with the National Trust at 
Knightshayes I am now marrying my IT and process-change 
skills with my newfound love of plants.  I am based at the Trust's 
Plant Conservation Centre (which propagates rare and special 
plants for all of our properties) I work on plant records, labelling, 
databases, and new systems and approaches for the future. 

alison.crook@nationaltrust.org.uk 
 
 

Pam Smith, Garden and Parks Adviser National Trust, 
Midlands Region.  

Pam has worked in horticulture for over 30 years and trained in 
horticulture via a YTS programme in Bangor and an OND at 
Askham Bryan College. In 2000 Pam gained a PG Diploma with 
the Architecture Association in Conservation and Management of 
Historic Landscapes. Her career started in public parks in NE 
England followed by 8 years as Director of the University of 
Birmingham Botanic Garden. She later worked as a freelance 
horticultural and heritage consultant before taking up the National 
Trust role in 2011. Pam was Vice Chair of PlantNetwork before 
taking up the part time role of PlantNetwork Administrator. 

Pamela.Smith@nationaltrust.org.uk  @NTPamelaSmith 

Don Murray, Head of Island Landscape and 

Horticulture, Mount Stuart Trust. 

MSc Plant Taxonomy from University of Reading. 30 years 
experience of botanic garden collections development (historic 
and contemporary), garden restoration/construction and installing 
new exhibits at Marie Selby Botanical Gardens, Birmingham 
Botanic Gardens, Eden Project and Mount Stuart. 

don@mountstuart.com 

 

mailto:alison.crook@nationaltrust.org.uk
mailto:Pamela.Smith@nationaltrust.org.uk
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Graham Alcorn, Living Collection Manager, Mount Stuart 
Trust  

32 years of experience of historic garden management primarily 
at Mount Stuart. Trained by the National Trust for Scotland on 
their Youth Training scheme at Younger Botanic Gardens, 
Benmore and the Diploma in Horticulture (Amenity), Threave 
School of Gardening completing his training in 1988. Graham 
had a year at Drumlanrig Castle Gardens before joining the 
Mount Stuart Team in 1989 to Head Gardener before taking on 
his existing role in 2016. Graham has extensive knowledge on 
Mount Stuart with a broad plant knowledge including rare and 
tender species identification, propagation and cultivation. 

graham@mountstuart.com 

 
 

The PlantNetwork Directory of Botanical 
Collections in Britain and Ireland 

First published in hard copy in 1999. The Directory, with some 
updates, is now available online but there are many records out 
of date. Please update the entry for your garden in the Directory 
at: 

www.plantnetwork.org/resources/directory 

Scroll down to the list of gardens, click on your garden. 
Scroll to the end of the entry for your garden and click on the link 
to download a copy. Make any changes, save the file and post it 
to Rupert Wilson, or send it to him as an email attachment. 

If you need any help with either method, please contact Rupert. 
             rupertwilson@rhs.org.uk                             

mailto:adam@mountstuart.com
http://www.plantnetwork.org/resources/directory
mailto:rupertwilson@rhs.org.uk
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Resources 

International Plant Exchange Network (IPEN) 

A model for the acquisition and the exchange of living plant 
material within the botanic gardens community in respect of the 
ABS requirements of the CBD. IPEN is a voluntary registration 
system intending to facilitate the botanic gardens plant exchange 
in accordance with the CBD provisions. IPEN is characterised by 
the following aspects: 

• only for botanic gardens according to the definition by the 
BGCI 

• IPEN covers only the exchange of living plant material, 
meaning living plants or parts of plants 

• only for non-commercial exchanges: Plants must not be 
sold for profit or used for any kind of commercial activity 

• IPEN includes a documentation system (IPEN numbers, 
that makes the origin of the plant material traceable at any 
stage of plant exchange 

The backbone of the network is the IPEN Code of Conduct, a 
three-page document stating the unified policy of the IPEN 
member. This covers acquisition, maintenance and supply of 
living plant material by the gardens as well as benefit-sharing.  
The Code further provides a Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) 
to be used for exchanges with institutions that are not member of 
the IPEN network. 

Abstract from www.bgci.org 

 
 

 
 

http://www.bgci.org/index.php?id=86
http://www.bgci.org/index.php?id=86
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Verification of nomenclature and 

conservation status 
 
Tropicos® 

Missouri Botanic Gardens' Tropicos® was originally created for 
internal research but has since been made available to the 
world’s scientific community. All of the nomenclatural, 
bibliographic, and specimen data accumulated in MBG’s 
electronic databases during the past 25 years are publicly 
available here. This system has over 1.2 million scientific names 
and 4.0 million specimen records.  A number of tools have been 
developed including a name matching service. 

 
http://www.tropicos.org/NameMatching.aspx 

 
 
 

The Plant List  
A working list of all known plant species. It aims to be 

comprehensive for species of Vascular plant (flowering plants, 
conifers, ferns and their allies) and of Bryophytes (mosses 
and liverworts). Collaboration between the Royal Botanic 

Gardens, Kew and Missouri Botanical Garden enabled the 
creation of The Plant List by combining multiple checklist data 

sets held by these institutions and other collaborators. 
www.theplantlist.org 

Plant Search                                                                              
The only global database of living plant, seed and tissue 

collections: 

• Search 1,309,221 collection records, representing 
461,365 taxa, at 1,099 contributing institutions 

• Locate threatened, rare, medicinal and other plant 
species in living collections 
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• Connect with living collections to aid your conservation, 
education and research efforts  

By uploading your collection records onto the Plant Search 

your collections become available to the plant collection 
community (locations are not shared via the web search 

engine) and your records will be verified automatically. 

www.bgci.org/plant_search.php 

ThreatSearch                                                                                      
A comprehensive database of conservation assessments of 
plants. 

• Search over 242,000 conservation assessments, 
representing over 150,000 taxa. 

• Find out if a plant has a global or regional conservation 
assessment or is considered threatened 

http://www.bgci.org/threat_search.php 

The GlobalTree Search                                                                

The most comprehensive database of tree species. 

• Search over 60,000 tree species names and their country 
distributions. 

• Find out the geographical distribution of a tree species. 

• Discover all tree species found in a country 

http://www.bgci.org/global_tree_search.php 

 

Data Management 
 
OpenRefine                                                                      

(formerly Google Refine) is a powerful tool for working with 

http://www.bgci.org/threat_search.php
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messy data: cleaning it; transforming it from one format into 
another; extending it with web services; and linking it to 
databases like Freebase. 

http://openrefine.org 
 

Mendeley  

Is free software which allows you to search and annotate PDFs. 
A good way to search for plants in PDF plant records, Index 
Seminum etc. 

https://www.mendeley.com/ 

 
GIS and mapping                                                                     

The Alliance for Public Gardens GIS is a consortium of biological 
collection managers and GIS professionals who are dedicated to 
making geographic information systems more accessible to 
arboreta, botanical gardens, cemeteries, display gardens, historic 
landscapes, natural reserves, parks, theme parks, zoos, and 
other managed landscapes for use in asset management, 
biodiversity conservation, education, and scientific research.  
 

http://publicgardensgis.ucdavis.edu 

Do you have any botanical specimens 

or artefacts from Kew? 

Kew Mobile Museum 

A major project starting in January 2017: The Mobile 

Museum: economic botany in circulation, funded by the Arts & 
Humanities Research Council. This is a collaboration between 
Mark Nesbitt at Kew and Felix Driver and Caroline Cornish at 

Royal Holloway, University of London. It will investigate Kew’s 
role in distributing more than 75,000 ethnobotanical 

specimens to other museums in the 19th century, and retrace 
connections with ‘lost’ objects. 

http://openrefine.org/
http://publicgardensgis.ucdavis.edu/
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The Economic Botany Collection at Kew, established in 1847. 
Botanical specimens and artefacts made of plant materials were 
sent to Kew from all over the world, and a large quantity were re-
circulated to schools, museums and botanic gardens in the UK 
and overseas. Our project seeks to map these flows, discovering 
and forging global connections.  

Kew’s Economic Botany Collection is supported by an unusually 
extensive set of documents recording the movement of objects 
through the collection. By examining these and other archives, it 
will be possible to digitally record specimen and artefact transfers 
and to place these objects in new locations, with new contexts, 
histories and significance. 

Alongside research in Kew’s collections, the project will work with 
many of the museums worldwide to which specimens were sent. 
The differing trajectories of duplicate objects will tell their own 
stories; we will also be able to re-contextualise them by sharing 
the results of archival research. The project will also work with 
two primary schools to recreate – in modern terms – the school 
museums of economic botany that were immensely popular in 
the early twentieth century. 

The project aims to: 

• Use archives at Kew and elsewhere to map for the first 
time, the circulation of specimens and objects in and out of 
the Economic Botany Collection at Kew (nationally and 
internationally) creating a unique research resource 

• Provide the first historical study of the role of Kew in 
supporting and promoting the use of plant specimens and 
artefacts in school education 

• Research detailed case studies of the trajectories of 
objects through national and international networks of 
exchange 
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• Add value to biocultural collections in many parts of the 
world by undertaking the first systematic research on the 
provenance of materials dispersed by the Kew Museum 

• Share the results of the research with other academic 
researchers, museum professionals, source communities 
and educators. 

mobilemuseum@kew.org                                         

@KewMobileMuseum #KewMobileMuseum 

http://www.kew.org/science/projects/history-and-curation-of-

economic-botany-collections 

 

Collection Policies 

A collection could include living plants and fungi including seed, 
pollen and spores; herbarium specimens; DNA; reference 
material derived from scientific study, e.g. chromosome slides; 
economic botany artefacts; accompanying literature, i.e. libraries 
and archives. The collection could be as large as the entire 
holdings of a botanic garden with an institute mission and linked 
to a national or international network. Alternatively, it may be just 
one of several collections in a botanic garden. Its purpose could 
be singular or multi-disciplinary. It could be historical, recent or 
proposed and be of varying size and resources. 

A Collection Policy is a written document which acts as a 
practical management tool by defining the limits of the collection 
and guiding the actions of its manager through future 
developments. It should embrace the remit of the organisation; 
be formulated using a clear methodology; be practical, 
achievable and flexible; be subjected to constant review and, if 
necessary, revision.  

mailto:mobilemuseum@kew.org
http://www.kew.org/science/projects/history-and-curation-of-economic-botany-collections
http://www.kew.org/science/projects/history-and-curation-of-economic-botany-collections
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Dr David Rae RBGE                                                                                           
BGCI Magazine Plant Collection Policy-are Guidelines Needed? 
Volume 2 Number 6 - June 1996 

 

More information on managing plant collection management is 
available in our 2015 Annual conference resources booklet ‘Plant 
collections management; keeping it legal, ethical and relevant’ 
available on our website. 

 

NOTES 
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Garden visits 2017 

We have a wealth of experience and broad range of gardens 

and collections within our membership. The PlantNetwork 

members’ garden visits are more than a visit. They provide 

an opportunity to spend time with Garden Managers and 

Head Gardeners, look at facilities not available on public 

visits and also discuss projects, issues and share common 

experiences. They are not only great professional 

development but also provide an opportunity to look at a 

garden with fellow horticulturists. 

Garden tours and discussions are 10.30 – 12.30, attendees 

are then free to use on site catering and continue their visit in 

their own time. Cost includes entry and tour. 

More details on our website. Online booking £10. 

If you are interested in offering your site for a professional 

visit please contact us. 

13th July 

Audley End, Essex. Led by Alan North, Head Gardener 

20th July 

Holker Hall, Cumbria. Led by Glyn Sherratt, Head Gardener. 


